KIFKAF

PRODUCT GUIDE

celebrating colour, texture and taste

TEA WITH CERAMIC, SEAGRASS AND BAMBOO ACCESSORIES THAT RELAX AND INSPIRE
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ali 350ml

swan 600ml

zaina 800ml

BREWING POTS
KIFKAF makes the drinking of tea both sensual
and celebratory. Embracing richly textured details,
colours (see enclosed colour chart) and shapes,
choose from a range of pots to match your mood
and occasion – whether you’re drinking for one
or with friends and family.
sumo 950ml

nashi 700ml

all-in-one 300ml

mandalay 500ml

katsu 500ml

shan 600ml
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french 150ml

pod 150ml

moroccan 150ml

sencha 100ml

DRINKING VESSELS
AND ACCESSORIES
milk jug
sugar jar

infuser 150ml

Drawing on shapes from around the world,
KIFKAF’s teacup range engages people visually and
reminds us of the simple pleasure of holding
a beautiful shape. Mix and match accessories, such
as bowls and vases, to create the perfect setting.

spoons
tea ball

spiral bowl

scissors

noodle bowl
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medium tear
drop vase

small tear
drop vase
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S
“ trange how a teapot can represent
at the same time the comforts of solitude
and the pleasures of company”
Zen Haiku
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green jasmine

celebration chai

love potion

TEA SET BOXES
Whether it’s for sharing over conversation or simply
relishing a quiet moment alone, KIFKFAF tea sets
make a perfect gift. Beautifully encased in wooden
boxes, our tea sets introduce the calm of traditional
tea ceremonies into busy modern lives.
energy eclipse

escape remedy

arabian mint

zen relaxation
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celebration chai
australian
breakfast

tonic

pitta

love

green jasmine

TEAS AND HERBALS
KIFKAF nurtures the ancient art of tea drinking
into modern lifestyles through its range of five organic
herbals, three organic ayurveda-inspired teas
and five carefully selected Camellia Sinensus
teas from around the world.

zen

kapha

arabian mint
smile
vata

energy
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mountain
white

WORLD TEAS
Drawing on the global
fascination with tea,
KIFKAF presents an exciting
cross-cultural range
of black, green and
white flavours.
Australian Breakfast Pure home-grown
pleasure. This blend of Australian teas is hearty
and full-bodied, and handles the addition
of milk and sugar with grace.
Green Jasmine Needing something to wake
you up - without the jitters? This gently
refreshing green tea with jasmine helps you
remember that you can concentrate after all.
Arabian Mint Want to fly far away? This
traditional rolled green tea mixed with
refreshing mint will take you there. Drink
it hot or cold and dream about the desert.
Celebration Chai Say ‘cheers’ with this
ancient rich and exotic blend. Laced with
vanilla, cardamon, citrus peel and cloves,
drink it and forget about champagne.
Mountain White Refined and delicate, this is
tea to linger over. It is the least processed of
teas, with five times more antioxidants than
black tea. In China it’s the ‘fountain of youth’.

ORGANIC HERBALS
Using the highest quality
certified organic produce,
KIFKAF celebrates the
crossing of categories
to reunite these herbs
with tea in creating five
health-filled blends.
Tonic Great as an after meal pick-me-up.
This sweet and refreshing tea contains licorice,
raspberry and peppermint to aid digestion and
help prevent bloating.
Love Sip on this spicy love potion with someone
special. Containing recognised aphrodesiacs
such as ginkgo and Siberian ginseng, let the
sensual flavours of passion flower and
hibiscus take over.
Smile Uplifting tea to cheer you up on ‘blue
days’. This citrus flavour tea contains St Johns
Wort to help have a happy day and Valerian
to help get a good night’s sleep.
Energy Invigorating tea to help you feel alert
and alive. This refreshing mint and lemongrass
flavour tea is the perfect breakfast ‘wake-up’
or whenever you need a quick energy fix.
Zen Relaxing tea to curl-up and contemplate
with. Help unwind from the day’s stresses and
drift into dreaming as you sip on this delicious
floral and mint flavour infusion.

ORGANIC AYURVEDA
Inspired by the wisdom
of this traditional Indian
knowledge, KIFKAF uses
premium quality certified
organic produce to create
a wholistic range of teas.
Vata Calming tea to balance and settle
a wired mind. Designed for the Vata personality
– creative, active, alert as well as restless,
worrisome and somewhat absent minded.
Pitta Soothing tea to help melt frustrations
away. Designed for the Pitta personality
– intense, passionate, natural leaders as well
as angry, jealous and sometimes bitter
Kapha Tonifying tea to help you get going on
slow days. Designed for the Kapha personality
– stoic, with high endurance as well as lazy
and lethargic at times.

From high-flying health
benefits to how to make
COFFEE LOVERS’
the perfect cuppa, this
cute little palm-size
TO TEA AND
book is a mini everything
HERBALS
you-need-to-know about
tea and herbals. Filled
KIFKAF
with succinct and fun
information alongside
gorgeous photos, this FREE guide also
makes a stylish shop counter pick-up.

GUIDE
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plate (3 sizes)
dipping

GYPSY ROSE COLLECTION
noodle

The sweet wildness of a traditional Vietnamese
flower pattern contrasts exquisitely with the delicately
embossed dark pond exterior of KIFKAF’s new tea and
dining collection. From appetisers through to dessert,
these bowls and platters encompass a range of
occasions. Also available in dragonfly pattern inside.
ikebana

pasta
soup

salad
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round bowls – set of 5
bread bowl
square tray – 25cm, 30cm

BAMBOO BASICS
KIFKAF extends its ceramic collection with a range of
beautifully hand-crafted bamboo vessels that can be
stacked inside one another. With their matt waterproof
finish, they can be used in a variety of ways from
floating flowers or candles to serving platters for food.
mini tray
nordic tray

large bowl-tray

large round tray
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chocolate weave
fold down baskets – set of 3

shoulder

SEAGRASS

barrell storage baskets – set of 4

Surround yourself with the natural fibres of KIFKAF’s
seagrass cushion and basketware range. Full of clever
storage solutions, choose from a broad selection
of stackable shapes and sizes to help you de-clutter
and organise your home in style.
seagrass placemats

luna – set of 2

single archive
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newspaper box

single magazine

nest – set of 4

single in-tray

“Meanwhile let us have a sip of tea...
and linger in the beautiful foolishness of things.”
Kakuzo Okakura

cushions – 32cm square, 39cm square
PHOTOGRAPHY JASON BUSCH / STYLING GLEN PROEBSTEL / TEXT PRUE RUSHTON / DESIGN GERALDINE WARD
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KIFKAF designs
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